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Abstract—Log-Structured-Merge (LSM) trees are a write-
optimized data structure for lightweight, high-performance Key-
Value (KV) store. Solid State Disks (SSDs) provide acceleration
of KV operations on LSM trees. However, this hierarchical design
involves multiple software layers, including the LSM tree, host
file system, and Flash Translation Layer (FTL), causing cascading
write amplifications. We propose KVSSD, a close integration of
LSM trees and the FTL, to manage write amplifications from
different layers. KVSSD exploits the FTL mapping mechanism
to implement copy-free compaction of LSM trees, and it enables
direct data allocation in flash memory for efficient garbage
collection. In our experiments, compared to the hierarchical
design, our KVSSD reduced the write amplification by 88% and
improved the throughput by 347%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Relational database management systems (RDBMS) pro-

vide rich features such as transaction consistency and SQL

queries. However, these features add high complexity to data

processing and may degrade the performance of data-intensive

applications. Recently, persistent Key-Value (KV) store is

becoming an important component in the infrastructure of

large-scale data centers. Compared to RDBMS, KV store

offers a small set of operations for data store and retrieval.

Because KV store is highly efficient and scalable, it has been

widely used in in-line storage deduplication [1], e-commerce

[2], and social networks [3].

KV store contains a large set of KV pairs, which are indexed

by their key field. It can be implemented using hash tables [4],

[5], [6], B-tree variants [7], or Log-Structured Merge (LSM)

trees [8], [9], [10]. Among these options, LSM trees are highly

write-optimized: They flush buffered KV pairs to the storage

in terms of large Sorted-String Tables (SSTables) through out-

of-place sequential logging. To further boost the throughput of

KV operations, recent studies suggest to replace hard drives

with NAND-flash-based SSDs [1], [9]. By this design, KV

store involves multiple software layers, including the LSM

tree, the host file system, and the firmware inside of SSDs.

The layered design offers excellent modularity, but it risks

cascading write amplifications, which negatively impact on

the KV performance and seriously degrade the SSD lifespan.

Specifically, the write amplification of a software layer is how

much write traffic the layer produces in order to process a unit

of incoming data.
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LSM trees employ compaction of SSTables to propagate

new KV pairs from higher levels down to lower levels. The

compaction process is responsible for the first-stage write

amplification. LSM trees store SSTables in files, which are

allocated in terms of file-system blocks. However, flash pages

are much larger than file system blocks (typically, 32 KB

vs. 4 KB). Writing SSTable files may partially update a

flash page, introducing the second-stage write amplification

through page read-modify-write. The underlying SSDs employ

a firmware layer, called FTL, to interact with the host as if they

were ordinary hard drives. Because NAND flash is a kind of

erase-before-write non-volatile memory, the FTL must timely

perform garbage collection, which involves a series of data

copying and flash erasure, to reclaim free space for writing.

The FTL creates the third-stage write amplification through

garbage collection. The final write traffic arriving at flash

memory is the total size of the written KV pairs multiplied
by all these three write amplifications.

For example, suppose that the write amplifications of the

LSM tree layer, the block layer, and the FTL layer are 10,

1.5, and 3, respectively. Because of the compaction overhead,

to handle one unit of application data, on average the LSM

tree writes ten units of data to the block layer. Next, for each

one of the ten units of data arriving at the block layer, on

average the block layer writes 1.5 units of data to the FTL

due to the read-modify-write overhead. For each one of the

1.5 units of data to the FTL, on average the FTL writes 3

units of data to flash memory due to the garbage collection

overhead. Summing up, on average the software stack writes

10×1.5×3=45 units of data to flash to handle one unit of data

from applications.

In this study, we propose the design of KVSSD, which is

based on a close integration of LSM trees and the FTL. A

KVSSD employs a flash-native implementation of LSM trees,

and it interacts with the host through KV operations rather than

block I/O commands. The primary design goal is to eliminate

or to reduce the write amplifications from different software

layers: Firstly, we upgrade the existing logical-to-physical

(L2P) mapping of the FTL to key-to-physical (K2P) mapping

for efficient indexing. Because the K2P mapping decouples the

logical order from the physical order of KV pairs, it is then a

nature extension to implement copy-less SSTable compaction

through remapping of KV pairs. Secondly, by allocating

SSTables in terms of flash pages, the overhead of read-modify-
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Fig. 1. (a) An LSM tree and SSTable compaction. (b) The software stack
of the conventional LSM-on-SSD design. The LSM tree, the block layer, and
the FTL induce cascading write amplifications.

write for flash pages can be completely eliminated. Thirdly,

LSM tree levels have different capacity limits, and SSTables

at higher levels undergo compaction more frequently than

those at lower levels do. Exploiting this property, we propose

to write pages of SSTables from different levels to different

flash blocks. This write strategy actually implements hot-cold

separation, which is an essential technique to reduce the write

amplification of garbage collection [11].

Our experimental results show that, compared to conven-

tional LSM-on-SSD methods, our LSM-SSD integrated ap-

proach improved the write amplifications caused by SSTable

compaction, page read-modify-write, and flash garbage collec-

tion by 38%, 31%, and 72%, respectively, reducing the overall

write amplification by 88% and improving the KV operation

throughput by 347%.
II. BACKGROUND

A. KV-Store Software Stack
LSM Trees. Figure 1(a) shows an LSM tree. The LSM

tree collects application-generated KV pairs in main-memory

using Memtables, and it flushes Immutable (full) Memtables

to the storage as SSTables at proper timing. The LSM tree

organizes SSTables in a hierarchical structure, and it always

adds new SSTables to the top level (level 0). The key range of

an SSTable is the interval between the largest and the smallest

key of the SSTable. The capacity of the current level is ten

times as small as that of the next lower level. Now, when

a level is full, the LSM tree selects an SSTable from this

level as a victim and performs compaction on the victim and

the SSTables in the next level that overlap with the victim

in terms of key range. The compaction process is essentially

merge sorting on the involved SSTables. It writes new disjoint

SSTables with sorted KV pairs to the next level and then

deletes the old SSTables. Invalidated or deleted KV pairs are

discarded during compaction.

FTL. NAND flash is erase-before-write. It reads and writes

in terms of 32 KB pages, and an erasure unit typically has 128

pages. To avoid block erasure on every in-place page update,

the FTL updates page in an out-of-place manner and uses L2P

mapping to redirect I/O requests to the newest versions of

data. Page updates consume free space, and the FTL reclaims

pages occupied by stale data through migration of valid data

followed by block erasure. This reclaiming process is called

garbage collection.

Cascading Write Amplifications. Figure 1(b) shows the

software stack of the conventional LSM-on-SSD approach.

Applications call the LSM tree through get(), put(), and

delete(). The LSM tree runs on top of a file system and

produces block I/O writes. The LSM tree amplifies the block

write traffic through SSTable compaction. When block I/O

requests arrive at the FTL, many of them partially update

flash pages because file-system blocks are smaller than pages.

To handle a partial update to a page, the FTL first reads

the old page, merges the old page with new data, and then

writes a new page. This read-modify-write step amplifies

the page write traffic. Next, the FTL writes new pages to

garbage-collected free space. The garbage collection procedure

involves migration of valid data and erasure of blocks, and it

amplifies the total number of page writes. The overall write

amplification is the product of the three write amplifications.

B. Related Work
LSM trees are a write-optimized index structure thanks to

their sequential-logging behavior. However, the out-of-place

logging design necessitates compaction, which noticeably am-

plifies the write traffic. Several approaches have been intro-

duced to reduce the write amplification due to compaction: Wu

et al. [10] and Yao et al. [12] proposed to divide the victim

SSTable into small pieces and append the pieces to the lower-

level SSTables that overlap the victim in terms of key range.

Pan et al. proposed to delay SSTable compaction by writing

virtual SSTables, which are an extra indirection to SSTables,

instead of writing new SSTables [13]. These techniques, how-

ever, consider neither write amplifications from other software

layers nor the existing flash management facilities like L2P

mapping.

Recent KV store designs started to exploit SSD internal

architectures. Marmol et al. proposed NVMKV, which up-

grades the one-to-one L2P mapping to a sparse L2P map-

ping [6]. KV pairs are first hashed to a huge logical space,

which is then sparsely mapped to flash memory. However,

hash tables inherently generate small, random writes to flash

memory, causing high read-modify-write and garbage col-

lection overheads. Wang et al. [14] proposed LOCS, which

aims at exploiting the chip parallelism of the Open-Channel

SSD platform to parallelize the compaction process. However,

LOCS does not attempt to optimize the write amplification

of SSTable compaction. Shen et al. proposed DIDA, which is

also based on the Open-Channel SSD platform. DIDA stores

a hash table in the host memory for K2P mapping and uses

slab allocation to reduce internal fragmentation of flash blocks

[4]. However, the L2P hash table can be extremely large and

does not fit in the embedded RAM of SSDs. Chen et al. aims

at eliminating internal fragmentation of flash blocks [5]. They

proposed to use multiple slab caches of different allocation

sizes (all powers of 2) and partition a KV pair among these

slab caches. However, this approach significantly increases the

read overhead because a KV pair is scattered over multiple
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Fig. 2. A design overview of a KVSSD based on the proposed nSLM tree.

pages. These prior approaches exploit architectural supports

of SSDs, but they do not consider the synergy between the

management of KV data structure and that of flash memory.

III. A CLOSE INTEGRATION OF LSM TREES AND FTL

A. Overview
Figure 2 is an overview of the proposed KVSSD. The

KVSSD interacts with the host through KV operations. It

employs a flash-native implementation of LSM trees, called

the NAND-flash-LSM (nLSM) tree. The nLSM tree replaces

the FTL L2P mapping table with a key-range tree, and each

tree node represents the key range of an SSTable. A tree node

contains a pointer to a flash page that stores the metadata of

an SSTable, called a metadata page. The nLSM tree partitions

the entire flash into a KV zone and a metadata zone. A page

in the KV zone (a KV page) stores sorted KV pairs, and a

page in the metadata zone (a metadata page) contains only

pointers to KV pages and their key ranges. The nLSM tree

optimizes write amplifications using different techniques: 1)

It allocates flash pages to SSTables to eliminate read-modify-

write operations, 2) it remaps metadata pages to KV pages for

copy-free SSTable compaction, and 3) it separates KV pages

from different tree levels to improve the garbage collection

efficiency. These techniques will be explained in the following

sections.

B. K2P Mapping and SSTable Allocation
K2P mapping finds the exact physical flash address of a

target KV pair. The resolution of K2P mapping is much higher

than that of L2P mapping, so it is nearly impossible to store the

entire K2P mapping information in the SSD embedded RAM.

We propose to store only the SSTable-level K2P mapping

information in the embedded RAM using a key-range tree.

The key-range tree represents the structure of an LSM tree,

and a key-range node contains nothing but the key range of an

SSTable and the physical page address (PPA) of the metadata

page of the SSTable. An SSTable stores sorted KV pairs in

KV pages, whose key ranges are all disjoint. The metadata

page of an SSTable contains PPAs and key ranges of the KV

pages of the SSTable. Now, to locate a KV pair, the nLSM

Fig. 3. Demonstrations of (b) conventional compaction, which produces
new SSTables Tp, Tq , and Tr by writing 12 KV pages and (c) remapping
compaction, which produces Tx, Ty , and Tz by remapping existing KV pages.

tree finds a metadata page using the key-range tree, locates

a KV page using the key-range information in the metadata

page, and then retrieves the target KV pair from the KV page.

nLSM trees exclusively allocate a flash block to an SSTable.

In our current design, the flash block size is 4 MB, which is as

large as the SSTable size. By this design, nLSM trees eliminate

the overhead of page read-modify-write because SSTables are

always physically contiguous and aligned to page boundaries.

nLSM trees inherit the compaction procedure from LSM trees,

and thus during compaction, they always write in terms of

SSTables. When an nLSM tree compacts a set of old SSTables,

it performs multi-way merge sorting on these old SSTables and

writes new SSTables of sorted KV pairs. After compaction,

the old SSTables are discarded and their flash blocks contain

all invalid data (garbage). Later on, flash garbage collection

simply erases these blocks without any data copying.

C. Remapping Compaction

An LSM tree manages tree level sizes through compaction.

Figure 3(a) shows that SSTable Ta at level i is a victim of

compaction. The two SSTables Tb and Tc at level i+1 overlap

Ta in terms of key range. Figure 3(b) shows that the LSM tree

performs three-way merge sorting on Ta, Tb, and Tc, writes

three new SSTables Tp, Tq , and Tr to level i+ 1, and deletes

the old SSTables Ta, Tb, and Tc. There is no key-range overlap

among the new SSTables Tp, Tq , and Tr. This conventional

compaction process rewrites 12 KV pages plus 3 metadata

pages of the three new SSTables.

With our K2P mapping, the logical order of KV pages is

decoupled from their physical order in flash. It is therefore

a nature extension to implement SSTable compaction through

K2P remapping. We propose remapping compaction, and Fig-

ure 3(c) shows how it works: Remapping compaction writes

three metadata pages to create three new SSTables Tx, Ty ,

and Tz and then deletes the metadata pages of Ta, Tb, and Tc.

The new metadata pages contain new pointers to the existing
KV pages. By this design, remapping compaction writes only

3 pages instead of 15 pages.
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Fig. 4. Metadata pages after remapping compaction. Old metadata pages
mTa, mTb, and mTc will be deleted. Underlined mapping entries in new
metadata pages mTx, mTy , and mTz point to overlap pages (shaded ones).

Because remapping compaction does not rewrite KV pairs,

it may create limited key-range overlaps among pages within

an SSTable. For example, two among the pages in Tx are

previously from different levels, and they both cover key range

C. If two pages in an SSTable overlap each other in terms of

key range, then the page previously from an upper level is

an overlap page. In Figure 3(c), overlap pages are marked in

gray. It is also possible that an overlap page is shared between

two SSTables if the key boundary between the two SSTables

is within the shared overlap page. For example, Ty and Tz

share the same overlap page that covers key ranges E and

F. A shared overlap page is included in the capacity of the

leftmost involving SSTable, Ty in this case. Figure 4 shows the

metadata pages and KV pages after the remapping compaction.

The new metadata page mTx contains four entries, one for the

overlap page at PPA 4, which was previously associated with

Ta, and the other three for disjoint KV pages at PPAs 40, 41,

and 42, which were previously associated with Tb.
Let an rLSM tree be an nLSM tree enhanced by remapping

compaction. An rLSM tree writes fewer pages on compaction

than an nLSM tree does, but it may amplify page reads on

query. This is because if the target key is within the key range

of an overlap page, then the overlap page must be examined

before the other pages in the same SSTable. To manage read

amplification, an SSTable maintains a counter that indicates

how many different levels its pages are from. For example,

the counter of Ta is 1 and that of Tx is 2. Now, during

compaction, if the counter of a new SSTable is less than or

equal to a predefined threshold TH , then the new SSTable will

be produced by remapping compaction. Otherwise, the new

SSTable will be produced using conventional compaction, and

the counter of the new SSTable will be reset to 1.

D. Hot-Cold Separation and Garbage Collection
Because conventional compaction writes in terms of SSTa-

bles, it produces all-invalid blocks for erasure. However, if

remapping compaction is employed, the KV pages in the same

block can be remapped to new SSTables at different levels.

These new SSTables will later be involved in conventional

compaction at different time points and leave some invalid

pages in the block. As a result, the block will contain both

valid and invalid pages, and garbage collection has to migrate

valid pages from the block before erasing it.

Efficient garbage collection relies on separating data of

different lifetimes among flash blocks [11]. This technique,

also called hot-cold separation, is an essential technique to

reduce the garbage collection write amplification. In LSM

trees, because upper levels are smaller than lower levels,

SSTables at upper levels are involved in compaction more

frequently. In other words, pages associated with different

levels have different lifetimes (or hotness). Based on this

property, when garbage collection is migrating valid pages

from a victim block, we propose to write KV pages mapped to

the same level to the same flash block. By this design, pages

of similar lifetimes are grouped in the same block for hot-cold

separation.

In rLSM trees, garbage collection always erases the block

of the fewest valid pages. Before erasing a block, garbage

collection migrates all valid pages from it. To reflect the new

PPAs of the migrated pages, garbage collection reversely traces

all the SSTables previously associated with the migrated pages,

rewrites the metadata pages of these SSTables, and updates the

key-range nodes of these SSTables. For the reversal tracing,

each block has a list of associated SSTables. We also add a

reference count to every page to safely delete a shared overlap

page created by remapping compaction. For example, Ty and

Tz share an overlap page whose reference count is 2. When

an SSTable is deleted, the reference counts of all its pages

are decremented by one. A page becomes invalid when its

reference count becomes zero.

E. Overhead Analysis
The embedded RAM space requirement of an rLSM tree

includes the key-range tree, the per-block SSTable lists, and

the per-page reference counters. The key-range tree size is

related to the total number of SSTables and is a block-level

overhead. The SSTable list length and the reference counter

size depend on the remapping-compaction threshold TH . The

larger the TH is, the longer an SSTable list is and the larger a

reference count is. To limit the space requirement of the lists

and the counters, in our current design, when an rLSM tree

tries to create a new SSTable through remapping compaction,

if any of the involved KV pages whose reference count is 7

(represented by 3 bits) or any of the involved block whose

SSTable list length is 5, then the rLSM tree uses conventional

compaction instead. By this design, the aforementioned data

structures of a 16GB KVSSD require only about 2MB of

embedded RAM.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup and Performance Metrics
For performance evaluation, we used Yahoo Cloud Serving

Benchmark (YCSB) [15] to synthesize our KV-store work-

loads. The workload generation involved a loading phase,

which inserted ten million unique KV pairs, and a write-

intensive transaction phase, which involved insertion, update,

and read (query) operations at rates of 25%, 65%, and 10%,
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Fig. 5. (a) Overall write amplification. (b) Write amplifications contributed
by SSTable compaction, page read-modify-write, and flash garbage collection
under the Uniform key distribution. The numbers above arrows indicate the
absolute values of write amplification.

respectively. These parameters were selected to reflect write-

intensive workloads. Different workloads were generated using

the Latest, Zipfian, and Uniform key distributions. The key and

value size were 24 and 1000 bytes, respectively.

Our experiments involved two major components: the LSM

tree and FTL. We employed the LSM tree implementation

of LevelDB [3] and the FTL implementation in the SSD

Extension of DiskSim [16]. Our evaluation involved a family

of LSM-on-SSD approaches: LSM, which stands for regular

LSM trees. We replayed the KV workloads on LevelDB and

collected block I/O traces using blktrace, and then replayed

the traces on the SSD simulator to collect statistics of flash

operations. dLSM, which is LSM enhanced by delayed com-

paction [13]. lLSM, which is LSM enhanced by lightweight

compaction [12]. See Section II-B for the details of dLSM

and lLSM. We also evaluated a family of our LSM-SSD

integrated approaches: nLSM, which is equipped with the

proposed K2P mapping and block-based SSTable allocation.

We ported the core logic of LSM trees from LevelDB to the

SSD simulator and ran the KV workloads on the KVSSD

simulator to collect flash operation statistics. rLSM(-), which

enhances nLSM with remapping compaction. rLSM, which

adds hot-cold separation to rLSM(-). rLSM is the fully-fledged

version of our approach. In our experiments, the flash capacity

was 15 GB, of which 5% was reserved as over-provision. The

page and block size were 32 KB and 4 MB, respectively.

Our experiments employed three major performance met-

rics: 1) Write amplification, which was separately computed

for LSM tree compaction, page read-modify-write, and flash

garbage collection. 2) Throughput, which stands for the num-

ber of completed KV operations (including read and write) per

second. 3) Read amplification, which is the average number of

bytes read from flash to process one byte of KV read (query).

Read amplification involved KV read operations only. The

most efficient KV store design delivers the highest throughput

while incurring the smallest read and write amplification.

B. Write Amplification
Figure 5(a) shows the overall write amplification. Generally,

all the methods had a lower write amplification under the

Latest key distribution (Latest for short) than they did under

Uniform. This is because Latest exhibited better temporal

localities of KV updates and therefore SSTable compaction

removed many outdated KV pairs.

Fig. 6. (a) KV operation throughput. (b) Read amplification.

The LSM-SSD-integration family (nLSM, rLSM(-), rLSM)

significantly outperformed the original LSM. The performance

advantages are revealed in Figure 5(b), which separately shows

the write amplifications contributed by SSTable compaction,

page read-modify-write, and flash garbage collection under

Uniform. The product of the three is the overall write ampli-

fication. For example, the overall one of LSM under Uniform

is 93, which closely matches the product of the cascading

write amplifications of LSM 17.7×1.5×3.6=95.6. In Figure

5(b), nLSM and LSM performed nearly the same in terms

of compaction write amplification, because they employed

the same compaction design. nLSM exclusively allocated a

flash block to an SSTable, so it produced all-invalid blocks

by rewriting SSTables during compaction. Compared to LSM,

nLSM eliminated the write amplification of read-modify-write

(from 1.5 to 1) and that of garbage collection (from 3.6 to 1),

significantly reducing the overall write amplification by 81%.

rLSM(-) improved upon nLSM using remapping compaction,

further reducing the compaction write amplification by 38%.

This is because our remapping compaction writes a few meta-

data pages instead of rewriting SSTables. However, rLSM(-)

slightly increased the pressure on garbage collection because

it mixed KV pages that are mapped to different levels in the

same block. rLSM resolved this issue by hot-cold separation.

Compared to rLSM(-), rLSM reduced the write amplification

due to garbage collection by 14%, and this improvement was

reflected on the overall write amplifications of rLSM(-) and

rLSM (13.1 vs 11.4).

dLSM delays conventional compaction by writing virtual

SSTables, which contain extra indirection to existing SSTa-

bles. However, dLSM did not improve the compaction write

amplification as much as rLSM did. This is because, when

removing a virtual SSTable, dLSM must rewrite all the SSTa-

bles associated with the virtual SSTable. By contrast, every

remapping-compacted SSTable can be individually involved

in future compaction. lLSM achieved the best compaction

write amplification. This is because lLSM compaction always

appended KV pairs to existing SSTables instead of writing

new SSTables. However, the price paid for this design is the

poor space utilization. As reported in [12], the overall space
utilization of this compaction design is as low as 65%, because

SSTables reserve large space for appending new KV pairs. In

our experiments, lLSM could not complete the tests unless we

increased the SSD volume size by about 30%. LSM, dLSM,

and lLSM all suffered from a high write amplification of read-

modify-write, because they generated small requests to write
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Fig. 7. (a) Normalized write amplifications under different remapping
thresholds. The numbers above arrows indicate the absolute values of write
amplification. (b) Write amplification of garbage collection under various flash
over-provisions.

SSTable metadata and fragmented SSTable files through the

file system layer. They also had a high write amplification

of garbage collection because they had no access to data

allocation in flash and therefore they mixed hot and cold data

in blocks.

C. Throughput and Read Amplification
Figure 6(a) shows the throughput of all methods. Basically,

each throughput is inversely proportional to its corresponding

overall write amplification. In particular, the throughput of

rLSM was up to 4.47 times as high as that of LSM. The

improvements in throughput were slightly lower than those in

overall write amplifications because the throughput includes

KV read operations. Figure 6(b) reports the read amplifications

of all methods. Read amplifications under Latest were lower

than those under Uniform. This is again because Latest exhib-

ited stronger temporal localities of KV operations, and popular

KV pairs can be found at higher LSM tree levels. Notice that

rLSM experienced an up to 11% increase in read amplification

compared to LSM, and the extra read traffic was contributed

by overlap pages in remapping-compacted SSTables. dLSM

had an even higher increase in read amplification compared

to LSM, reaching up to 19%. This is because, to search a

KV pair in a virtual SSTable, dLSM had to read the metadata

of all the associated real SSTables and the overlap segments

in these SSTables. This problem became the worst in lLSM,

because an SSTable may contain a large number of appended

segments of KV pairs, and many of their key ranges overlap

each other.

D. Remapping Threshold and Overprovision
We evaluated rLSM with various settings of the remapping-

compaction threshold TH . Figure 7(a) shows that, as TH in-

creased, the extra reduction in compaction write-amplification

diminished. This is because the frequency of conventional

compaction is inversely proportional to TH , and the change

in the compaction frequency becomes small among large TH
values. A large TH also damaged the efficiency of garbage

collection because KV pages in a block may be remapped

to new SSTables at many different levels, exaggerating the

mixture of hot and cold data in blocks. The results suggest

that 2 will be a good choice for TH .

We observed how flash over-provision size impacted on

write amplification of garbage collection. Notice that changing

the over-provision size will not affect the write amplifications

of compaction and read-modify-write. Figure 7(b) shows that

LSM, dLSM and lLSM demanded large flash over-provision

to relieve the negative impact caused by mixing hot and cold

data. By contrast, rLSM employed hot-cold separation, so its

garbage collection was very efficient even under the smallest

over-provision size.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The conventional LSM-on-SSD approach provides excellent

modularity, but it suffers from cascading write amplifications

contributed by SSTable compaction, page read-modify-write,

and flash garbage collection. Many of the existing studies

are focused on compaction overhead optimization, but they

pay little attention to the write amplifications from other

software layers. To manage the overall write amplification,

we propose a close integration of LSM trees and the FTL.

Specifically, we propose copy-free remapping compaction,

flash-aware data allocation, and hot-cold separation to op-

timize the write amplifications of compaction, read-modify-

write, and garbage collection, respectively. Results show that

our integrated approach significantly outperformed existing

work in terms of KV operation performance.
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